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Hi there Future life – some questions. 
 
I have read most of your essay “Why do we pray?”  I agree with most of what you say. You are right – God doesn’t 
need anything from us – He tells us in the Psalms that he owns the cattle on a thousand hills and “The World is mine 
and all it contains.” But for some incredible reason He desires to have fellowship with us. We pray to have access to 
God and ask for His mercy in certain situations for others and for ourselves. God wants us to be dependent upon 
Him. Not on ourselves, not on others and not on false gods. He says “Call and I will answer.” In one of the Psalms 
He says “I know you are but dust” and as dust, we certainly need Him. When I pray for someone in need, I certainly 
do not feel I am passing the buck. I pray to the Almighty God who has the power to change the situation for 
someone. I pray out of compassion and love. A woman in our church has cancer and I pray that God will heal her. I 
can’t heal her so it’s not a case of passing the buck; I am appealing to someone who does have the power to heal her 
– that is so different from the way you proposed it on page 2 of your essay. The big thing with God is that, as the 
word says. God looks upon the heart and not on the outward appearance. Its our motives He’s interested in and my 
motives in prayer are genuine. You go on to talk a lot about the human race having no idea of God’s Statutes etc.  
What’s that got to do with prayer?  All through you seem to be grumbling about mankind but you don’t understand 
that most of the human race has been blinded by Satan so of course they will be leading immoral lives – narrow is 
the gate that leads to heaven and wide the gate that leads to hell.  I’ve accepted this is the way it is during this period 
when Satan is the prince of the world. Of course I witness to the gospel whenever I get the chance. When I was in 
hospital I spent over an hour giving one of the male nurses the gospel and teaching him from the old and new 
testaments. 
 
The three reasons for prayer you give on page 3 are the same as I would have given with the proviso that you pray 
with sincerity. You seem to say that we should all be out teaching the gospel but in 1Cor.12vs Paul says “God has 
appointed apostles, prophets, teachers, miracles, healings, etc. All are not apostles are they?  All are not prophets are 
they?  All are not teachers are they?  The Holy Spirit gives gifts as he will – not all Christians are to be called 
teachers. When we all put our gifts together we make a complete church. I and some other ladies in my church meet 
at mine on a Tuesday morning as intercessors. We begin by praising and worshipping God for all that He is. Then 
we thank Him for all His goodness to us, then we ask Him to show us His mind for that day so that we will pray in 
accordance with His will, otherwise we are just wasting our time. We the move into prayer for the various needs that 
we know of and often we are led to pray into things we hadn’t expected to be praying for but felt the Lord’s leading. 
 
Now, on page 5 you start talking about the acceptable year of the Lord and here I disagree with you. You state it is 
the millennium – I say no, it is the time from Jesus’ proclamation of the gospel up till the time of the rapture. In Lk 4 
vs21 Jesus reads that lovely quotation from Isaiah about the acceptable year of the Lord and then goes on to say 
“Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing”.  Today is the acceptable time, not the future, not the 
millennium. From the time of Jesus’ preaching onwards man (and woman) can become accepted by God if they 
believe the gospel that Jesus preached. The acceptable time. Of course, the millennium will be acceptable to God 
because Satan will be bound and people will be living righteously – so that it goes without saying that it will be an 
acceptable season to God. 
 
On pg 8 you say “They preach ‘just believe in Jesus to be saved’. Well isn’t that what John 3v16 says?   
“... that whosoever believes in Him should not perish but have eternal life.”  Of course, our lifestyle changes 
automatically and we start producing the fruit of the spirit (works if you like).  But I found that this comes 
automatically, I didn’t have to work at once I became a committed Christian. 
 
Yes, on pg 10 I agree that we also unburden ourselves when we pray. My heart aches over the atrocities I see in the 
Congo and in Zimbabwe etc and I pray for the people in these countries, weeping for their suffering and then I feel 
at peace knowing I have approached the One who can change things. 
 
On pg 12 you talk about the UN having International Day of Peace so why is there no peace?  I believe the UN and 
EU are satanic institutions so of course God would not heed their prayers. All these powerful organisations are of 
the world’s present system and will end at the coming of the King.  Have you read anything on the Illuminati? 
 
I did like what I read on pg 13 that God becomes your close friend who walks alongside you, etc.  This is how I feel.  
All the prayers I speak are spontaneous – I cannot stand formal prayers such as they repeat week after week in the 
Anglican church and others. 
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As usual I always thank the reader for taking the trouble to respond and detail the concerns over what I have written 
– but also to include where they agree with what I have stated on this website www.FutureLife.Org . 
 
From what I have just read there appears to be much agreement between what I state on this website and to what the 
correspondent understands from The Scriptures. 
However I must make it known to The World that my life operates upon absolute precision and I will leave no stone 
unturned until I find The Solution that has no loose ends within its reasoning (perhaps it might be termed “looking 
for the most perfect pearl and selling everything just to buy this perfect object” to quote one of Jesus’ parables).  
Thus The Solution must be logically perfect within its righteousness else it is flawed – for the holes within any 
hypothesis, makes my mind so restless – until The Perfect Solution is reasoned upon, and once discovered I feel 
comforted by the holy spirit being secure in The Knowledge gained. 
 
I state this because the correspondent has made me uneasy in certain areas with their reasoning – being perhaps 
having tenants of evangelical/charismatic reasoning – accepted as ‘fact’ but actually misplaced reasoning and thus 
unsubstantiated by The Bible. 
 
Thus I will carefully go through the piece to give some guidance to the manner in which I understand how certain 
areas should be reasoned upon by using an accurate Bible translation – being a translation that quotes The Ancient 
Greek directly – for I have discovered serious mistranslations in modern day bibles particularly when ‘the Holy 
Spirit’ is lurking anywhere within the text!  Human worldly translators seem to work overtime to mistranslate the 
original Greek text to perpetuate The Trinity worldly Doctrine – I now have The Evidence as given in my translation 
of The New Testament and I am most desirous for the very best theologians/translators/scholars on this planet to 
deny what I will be stating later in this response – I give my email address on this website to make their life very 
easy to make the initial contact – so they now have no excuse to not ‘defend’ the indefensible, being their very 
unprofessional approach in their very deceptive translations!  I await their response with relish! 
 
At this juncture I would like to make a comment to the correspondent and to all those who understand the scriptures 
in the same manner as presented by this email.  
I am not critical of the sincerity of this person, because as Jesus might say: ‘This one is close to the kingdom of 
God’ because the mindset desires to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – but sadly the doctrine emanating from worldly 
Christian leaders is presented in such a manner that this correspondent’s sincerity is reduced in its effectiveness. 
Thus my heartfelt concern for these people, like this person who took the trouble to write their understanding of the 
scriptures - is turned to righteous anger aimed towards the religious leaders misleading their flock because these 
religious leaders do not have the sincerity displayed by the correspondent of this email to FutureLife.Org – these 
leaders have utterly lost it – but just give out ‘sound-bites’ to sound righteous to their congregations.  This 
accusation spreads across the some 20,000 Christian denominations all over The World and throughout time – hence 
my website to at last clarify God’s Gospel to The World. 
To paraphrase from The Bible:  Jesus wept with pity for he saw all those people lost without shepherds! 
 
After that little outburst then let me carefully reason through what the correspondent has so kindly sent me. 
 
 
 
FutureLife’s reply: 
 
 
I have read most of your essay “Why do we pray?”  I agree with most of what you say. You are right – God doesn’t need anything from us – He 
tells us in the Psalms that he owns the cattle on a thousand hills and “The World is mine and all it contains.”  
I fully concur. However I hear many worldly Christian Leaders preach by implication that Almighty God is helpless 
and He took a risk with us when he created us and with himself when he was a baby (see the quoted sermon 
Christmas 2004 on this website).  This sadly is one of the natural fallouts that occur with The Trinity doctrine where 
there are about as many errors in that earlier statement as there are words (to the justifiable mirth of atheists) – but 
this website untangles all this reasoning elsewhere especially within the quoted sermon.  
 
But for some incredible reason He desires to have fellowship with us.  
He does desire fellowship with us ONLY because He is looking at the bigger picture being what is to be harvested 
and taken into His Granary in The Culmination. He will give what help is required to make this occur – for in His 
righteousness He desires no human, not to have the opportunity (thus all humans to have the opportunity) to fully 
“Believe in Jesus” for their eternal salvation. This is not a contradiction to what this website states – but needs full 
explanation to what this terminology really means, as I give later and elsewhere on this website through its exegesis. 
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We pray to have access to God and ask for His mercy in certain situations for others and for ourselves. God wants us to be dependent upon Him.  
Correct - but I need to throw in this perfectly valid reasoning to help us prise open what Yahweh actually desires 
from those people who claim to come in Jesus’ name (“Name” also means “Character” and “Authority” in Greek)! 

This piece from the correspondent could have been equally said by any religious devotee, Muslim, Hindu, 
Sikh, etc – so what intrinsically makes any Christian (who presently is like any of these sincerely devoted 
religious people) to become what this website terms a True Christian? 
Thus:  What separates these sincere (as seen by the specific devotee of each) religious groupings? 

Just stating “I believe in Jesus” – is not an acceptable answer to The Almighty God, for they all can legitimately 
within their reasoning state their specific leader ‘sacrificed their life’ for a cause! 
So it is much deeper than just what has been stated – especially when those devotees in another religion have had no 
opportunity to “believe in JC” – and also when considering the whole world before Jesus’ ministry! 
Let us hold all this reasoning within our mind while we continue together. 
 
Not on ourselves, not on others and not on false gods. He says “Call and I will answer.”  
This is precisely what the devotees of these other religions state. 
I know they are false religions – and presently likewise false Christianity that pervades so much of this planet in the 
way the advocates behave in the various countries around The World – for there is nothing yet stated that separates 
them all these worldly religions before The Almighty God. Except worldly Christianity having The Truth becomes 
far more culpable by not REALLY “believing” in The Name (the Greek also means Character/Authority) of whom 
they claim to come within (see later)! 
 
In one of the Psalms He says “I know you are but dust” and as dust, we certainly need Him.  
Replace “Psalms” and again just as several worldly religions might quote out from their ‘master’ documents! 
 
When I pray for someone in need, I certainly do not feel I am passing the buck. I pray to the Almighty God who has the power to change the 
situation for someone. I pray out of compassion and love.  

Does the correspondent not believe that a sincere (but having little knowledge of The Absolute Truth) 
devotee of any worldly religion might not also pray for the same thing? 

For intrinsically all humans from any race are collectively ‘the same’ under the colour of their skin – being the way 
that they think and behave. It is most unrighteous to assume that just because they do not believe in Jesus then they 
are destined for hell when intrinsically they are no different in the way they feel and operate to that of the 
correspondent.  
We now venture to where I become righteously angered by the deceptive message taught by many self-righteous 
Christian Leaders using “The Clan” approach to support their most unrighteous message – being effectively: 
“Belong to our group to be saved – (because we naturally ‘believe in Jesus’)!” 
Remember Yahweh is peering deeply into the very being of these humans and just because those of another religion 
do not “believe in Jesus” – but are righteous to their fellow human then He will not condemn them to an everlasting 
annihilation or torment as proposed by these many self-righteous Christian Leaders! 
Thus we can logically reason these worldly Christian Leaders are very wrong and will be the ones who shall be 
“gnashing their teeth” in The Millennium! 
And clearly - does not the atheist reason likewise and this enforces their view on Christianity being no different to a 
worldly religion – thus in doing so these worldly Christian leaders are doing the work for Satan! 
What this website so specifically teaches clearly answers all these problems in a most logical, but more importantly 
in a righteous/equitable manner. 
 
A woman in our church has cancer and I pray that God will heal her.  
The Bible teaches us to do just this. 
These situations are always most distressing and what I am about to state (in my questioning) is not to be uncaring – 
but merely to ask probing questions to discover Yahweh’s Desire of each of us (being the most important thing that 
we can do when we act positively on it). 
We witness that some humans may live for a long time (where the cancer seems to slow) or sadly for a very short 
time (rampant growth) where the cancer being dependent upon internal DNA (and in some instances where Yahweh 
might step in to manipulate the situation). 
Thus I must ask: 

If you pray and the person only lives for 6 months, then why Yahweh might not answered the prayer – 
because you cannot say nobody would have prayed for them (especially if it was a religious family)! 
And if that person lives 5 years or 20 years afterwards – why did (perhaps) Yahweh step in to adjust the 
environment to make this occur? 

Just a nebulous answer as given by most worldly Christian Leaders would be “It is a mystery – we are not given to 
know!”  - Is a rubbish answer and shows that they have absolutely no idea about what they claim to know! 
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This website clearly states Yahweh will step into any worldly situation if it is to fulfil His Desire that something 
might occur. To fulfil Yahweh’s Desire as this websites states to almost tedium (only because The World refuses to 
do it) is to accurately preach/teach of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year (more later) to their neighbour (= stranger). Thus 
anything that promotes this activity will be sanctioned/assisted by Yahweh. Thus if a person is prayed over and it is 
Yahweh’s Desire that they might be healed because He can foresee they will be useful in the future to promote His 
Desire – then He will step in and cause healing to take place – else He will not, and either the person will heal 
because of the consequence of internal DNA or they will die – it is as simple as that.  I carefully refer the reader 
back to the very first sentence of the correspondent’s letter and especially as Jesus has made the 1st Death Asleep – 
thus in reality it does not matter (personally) when we die because we all will die and be resurrected again as The 
Bible clearly tells us! 
So rather than being forgotten at our death, through Jesus’ Ransom Sacrifice we ALL shall be resurrected into The 
Millennium to learn what living in a righteous society is like!  Because as we are told his death covers all of 
mankind of which no work by any human can pay for it – thus by default this gracious gift is given to everyone! 
That is the truthful answer that also starts to answer what a True Christian (TC) should be like! 
 
I can’t heal her so it’s not a case of passing the buck; I am appealing to someone who does have the power to heal her – that is so different from 
the way you proposed it on page 2 of your essay.  
The direct healing is not possible by yourself – but you have misunderstood what I was saying on page 2, but 
hopefully it is now becoming clearer by the answer given immediately earlier. 
Going back to The Bible in context being the definition of “Brethren” (being those people whom Yahweh accepts as 
working hard to assist the True Christians in their ministry work – more later) then by praying over a brethren to ask 
for Yahweh to intervene in healing means that the brethren would assist in the accurate furtherance of Yahweh’s 
Desire when healed – and thus Yahweh would intervene – else quite simply He has no reason to intervene. 
Now answering the point you make. 
You would be helping if as a True Christian (TC) you where in the position to bring her understanding around so 
that she became a useful tool for Yahweh to use – then Yahweh does have a reason to intervene – which is precisely 
what The Bible tells us in James.5v14-20 – all in context! 
I am not trying to sound coldly logical – but merely to explain that you, if behaving as a TC by fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire, then you have participated in the healing process within something that you were capable of doing – which 
in reality is more than just prayer – and thus really fulfils Yahweh’s Desire! 
We then come back to publicising The Word of God as best that we are able to all people (especially those of other 
religions being our neighbours) fulfils Yahweh’s Desire! 
 
The big thing with God is that, as the word says. God looks upon the heart and not on the outward appearance. 
Yes and no! 
Yes - Yahweh does look at the motivation (= heart) of the individual, but also upon the outward appearance! 
That seems to contradict The Bible – but it does not – and I am trying to be provocative! 
Yahweh does not look at the colour of our skin, ethnic culture (hence the accuracy of what I stated earlier about 
worldly religions and the twisted message given by worldly Christian Leaders of their ‘dire’ future in hell), but He 
does look at our works being the outward appearance of our thoughts driving our actions/works. 
For our works might be good for the wrong reasons being driven by the wrong motivation (for self-glory, etc). 
This is true for many worldly Christian leaders. They present apparently the most wonderful works – but as John the 
Baptist taught and Jesus taught, they were actually vipers (being that the worldly Pharisees are archetypical of 
worldly Christian Leaders – they both had The Responsibility of Yahweh’s Word and both groupings mishandled it 
– just as The Rich Man did to Lazarus in Jesus’ parable)! 
 
Its our motives He’s interested in and my motives in prayer are genuine.  
You are correct – as I stated earlier the most important thing is motive – but then the next important thing is what 
The Motive delivers! 
And most certainly your motives are genuine (with what you know).  
But then again that can be said of any human within any religion of The World  
The point of this is that it becomes The Responsibility of the Christian Leaders to carefully explain what their 
congregation should be doing rather than what the members of the congregation think they should be doing – even 
though what they do is carried out with full and genuine Motives. 
And there is a huge gulf between the two situations – if carefully reasoned upon. 
Please forgive me – I am not trying to belittle what is done – but I am merely trying to prise open what Yahweh’s 
Desire of us really is that will make each one of us become a True Christian rather than just a worldly Christian – 
and thus like any other worldly religion – but assumed in this instance to be OK because ‘I believe in Jesus’. 
For it means so much more than those four words else you become a liar to what those four words really mean! 
I cover this later. 
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You go on to talk a lot about the human race having no idea of God’s Statutes etc.  What’s that got to do with prayer?   
Let me untangle what has been stated here and tie it in with what was stated earlier by the correspondent. 
Correct: The human race has no idea of God’s Statutes, etc but:- 

This has everything to do with prayer! 
Because the Bible teaches us to pray for the TCs and Brethren merely so that they have the fortitude (through 
Yahweh’s HS yielding strength, knowledge, understanding protection, comfort, etc) to carry on being of what all 
Christians have been instructed: “To imitate JC’s Ministry” = Preach/Teach of The Lords’ Acceptable Year. And as 
such are praying for Yahweh to intervene where the TC has no capability to control the environment operating 
around him/her. Thus there becomes this two-way partnership where the TC does their bit (in the one-to-one 
teaching) and Yahweh does His bit (which the TC cannot do by moving the environment around the TC) so that the 
ministry work is fulfilled. When the DVD equivalents of Yahweh are played back in The Millennium (perhaps in 
something more ‘real’ than cyberspace) to all those “gnashing their teeth” when they missed Sonship – this becomes 
The Evidence to endorse those TCs resurrected as kings/priests over those protesting!  
Thus the fallout from this teaching of The Absolute Truth now of The Logic of Yahweh’s Plan that this website 
avidly promotes is that The World comes to know of God’s Statutes – rather than being dismissed as being 
worthless by all the worldly Christian hypocrites in their works – and thus equally recognised as such by those 
outside Christianity! 
Incidentally this does not conflict with John.17v9 (“I do not pray for The World”), only because Jesus is praying for 
Yahweh to give to the disciples precisely what I stated earlier – again to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
In fact it fully supports what I state on this website that “The World is in the hold of the evil one” and that is why 
there is the urgency to ONLY preach and teach of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year to deliver the 144000 to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire being the movement into the next stage of His plan (see later). 
 
All through you seem to be grumbling about mankind but you don’t understand that most of the human race has been blinded by Satan so of 
course they will be leading immoral lives  
I am not grumbling about mankind – though I am seriously distressed by what it does in on itself to certain poor 
afflicted members within it. I fully understand that those with power are completely blinded by copying Satan’s 
principals of operation (hence ‘the leaders’) being one of self-indulgence applied in a mutual manner within 
mankind.  That is precisely why we have been instructed to keep out of by becoming ‘dead to it’ – but most 
importantly to keep out of all forms of politics – thus be utterly neutral in all political matters of The World – 
because “it lies in the hand of The Wicked one”. 
Thus we must be like JCg (by imitating him) and be patient regarding worldly political affairs – and only advance 
‘the politics of The Millennium’ that shall be under Christ Jesus’ rule – where we edify our neighbour to imitate 
Jesus becomes ‘our politics’. 
 
– narrow is the gate that leads to heaven and wide the gate that leads to hell.   
Actually that is not a correct translation or quotation. 
The correct translation is not “hell” but rather “destruction” and there is a distinct difference between the two! 
Let me explain the difference first before I move on to explain what this piece really means – because actually the 
context is not as the correspondent uses it (see later). 

“Narrow” means “difficult to get through”! 
“Wide” means “easy to get through”! 
“Destruction” means “annihilation” 
“Hell” means “hole in the ground where the fleshly body rots to nothing” 

“Hell” does not mean anything other than what I stated above (irrespective of what any religious leader might state).  
As I stated earlier: I am only interested in precision and understanding, not in waffle and mystery that is 
predominate in many worldly Christian denominations – so that the religious leaders lose their congregation in 
mystery – so that they appear more knowledgeable to maintain their status above their flock!  
I would like ‘the advocates of mystery’ to confront me so that I might show The World the shallowness of their 
reasoning by my exegesis based upon Bible Word. 
Let me now quote from the beginnings of my Concordance of Topics given in context for the full explanation of 
what this quote really means because while during The Gospel Age it is only levelled towards The Christian 
Nation and not The World at large. But it will be levelled at The World at large during The Millennium. 
 
Thus quoting a very tiny section out of my Concordance of Topics. 
 

Parable - Those who ask for something that fulfils The Desire of The Donor – shall receive it (else be ignored). 
35th Prophecy – Searching/requesting gives results provided ‘The Resultant’ fulfils Yahweh’s Desire and not one’s own. 
42nd Allegory – If part of the family and correctly asked to magnify the respondent’s desire – then it shall be fulfilled. 
Matt.    7v7 og Ask also it will be given to you; seek also you shall find. Knock also it shall be opened to you. 
Matt.    7v8 og For each the (one = TC) asking receives, also the (one = TC) seeking finds, also to the (one = TC) knocking, 
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Matt.    7v8 og it will be opened. 
Matt.    7v9 og Or who is from you a man who if should ask the son of him: A loaf, not a stone he will give (to) him? 
Matt.    7v10 og Also if a fish (he) should ask, not a snake (he) will give (to the) him. 
Matt.    7v11 og If then, you evil/hurtful/lewd (in influence) being, (also) know gifts good to give to the children of you,  
Matt.    7v11 og how much more the Father of you The (One) in the heavens will give ideal/good (things)  
Matt.    7v11 og to the (ones = TCs) asking Him. 
Matt.    7v7-11 Notice the very specific important words here. “The son asking of the Father” and not “a stranger asking of ‘any person’”.  

What is the point I am making here? 
“The son” by definition is already acknowledged as ‘part of the family’ (= Clansman) of “The Father”. 
The Bible tells us that Yahweh already knows whom His Sons are to be - quote “Known from the beginning”. 
We also read in many places in The Bible (Old and New Testaments) that “Yahweh closes his ears to those who call to him”, also those who said “Lord, did 
not we do all these things in your name? – v22” But they all were rejected – v23.  
Thus we must reason that Yahweh does NOT consider many people as specifically his ‘Sons of God’, even when they personally and sincerely believe 
themselves to be ‘Sons of God’ and claim as much! 
Thus we can deduce much from this reasoning: If we hear someone who claims to be God’s representative (a son of God) but displays worldly attributes = 
being part of the world = taking up any form of worldly issues in political or self indulgent manner, then we can reason that Yahweh does not consider them 
to be suitable material to be one of His Sons. 
So where is this reasoning taking us? 
We can reason that Yahweh will not answer these people ‘claiming to be his representative = His son’, because as the text here tells us that “The Father 
will give to the Son what he asks for” (the best example clearly is JC during his ministry). 
The reason why “the father will give to the son” is because The Son will ask of His Father what he knows his Father will give to him, because it is in tune 
with the Father’s Desire. This is a symbiotic relationship where they become one/union in their desire. A Son who respects his Father’s Desire would not 
ask for something that his Father does not desire. 
Note: Read this in conjunction with 1John.5v14 within its own context to fully support everything I explain here. 

So what is The Father’s Desire? 
JC did his Father’s Desire (“in whom Yahweh was well pleased”). Thus if we imitate JC, then we will be doing The Father’s Desire. JC avoided all things 
pertaining to The World. He busied himself to “Preach/teach of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year” (for “that was his purpose” – Mark.1v28) and displayed “the 
Fruits of the HS” to his neighbour. It was the 1:1 personal touch with no other human interface between the one giving (JC) and the one receiving (the 
beneficiary). This is what we should do – there should be no ‘middle-men’ that devalue ‘the act’ (and if they enhance then Yahweh respects the ‘middle-
man’ rather than the initiator)! 
This is naturally all contrary to worldly practice and wisdom – I ask the reader to logically follow through all the lines of reasoning (rather than be 
selective) before they object to this statement. 
So in conclusion what do we ask for, knowing that our Father will give it to us? 
We ask of our Father that we do His Desire more effectively to our fellow neighbour to their well being/edification in a non-partisan manner. This can only 
mean staying out of politics that is always partisan when applied within this world. So thus we reason that Yahweh’s Desire is “to the well being of all 
humans” and this is done to promote Yahweh’s requirements of each of us to imitate JC. And how best this can be achieved is by ‘opening doors’ between 
us and our neighbour, to make this message more effectively broadcast to the world. 
Do this, and Yahweh will answer to make the TC more effective in publicising Yahweh’s Desire, that is succinctly put thus:- 
“To bring new people (of any race, colour or creed) into The Fidelity (so that they too may imitate JC).” 
We must do nothing that stops this – as Paul clearly tells us he became like those that he tried to bring into the Fidelity. 
The reader can now reason that ‘the world as a whole under Satan’s jurisdiction as custodian’ will do anything to stop this specific message from being 
preached. But this message will be distorted to mean just “know and believe in JC” – but this is just absurdly so shallow (and much worse) to Yahweh’s real 
Desire for us all – He desires us to ultimately to imitate JC (in thoughts and then displayed works) and sooner the better! 
Now I ask the reader to look around him and ask the question:- 
       Who do you see accurately promoting/fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire in their accurate preaching work and their lifestyle every minute of their life? 
That is why there will only be 144000 TCs during this 2000 year Gospel Age who will be resurrected as Yahweh’s Sons. 
It was JC who set the righteous standard before Yahweh and those who strive so hard to reach JC’s standard will be like him = Sons of God. 
Matt.    7v12 og Now all (things) what ever you desire that may do to you, the men; (= whatever you desire men may do to you). 
Matt.    7v12 og Also so you do to them. For this is The Law also (what) the prophets (stated and worked to). 
 
 
Parable – Few people will find sonship to Yahweh, many will be assayed in The Millennium leading to annihilation. 
36th Prophecy – Struggle (= difficult) to imitate JC by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for guaranteed life as a son of God. 
43rd Allegory – Follow the attractive ways of The World to self indulge – but this forms errant synapse mapping. 
Matt.    7v13 og Enter in through of the narrow gate, because wide the gate, also broad the way the (one) leading away 
Matt.    7v13 og into the destruction, also many are the (ones) entering in through it. 
Matt.    7v14 og Because narrow the gate also constricted the way the (one) leading away in to the life, also few are the  
Matt.    7v14 og (ones) finding it. 
Matt.    7v15 We enter a very important section being put in as a dire warning to all those claiming to represent Yahweh. 
And further, as a warning for Christians coming into The Fidelity to be on their guard from eloquent, lovely sounding Religious Leaders of today! 
 
 
Parable – (Many) Christian Leaders will come in The Name of Jesus – but they will take your reasoning for their gain. 
37th Prophecy – Worldly Christian Leaders pretend to represent Yahweh – but represent themselves for self-indulgency!  
44th Allegory – Worldly Christian Leaders will give for you to indulge – but they are living off the back of you! 
Matt.    7v15 og And beware from of the false prophets (= humans falsely representing Yahweh = many, but not all, religious leaders)  
Matt.    7v15 og who come towards you in clothing of sheep, and inwardly they are wolves plundering. 
Matt.    7v15  Thus JC is speaking of prophets (= inspired speakers StrongsTM = 4396). These can only be those who claim to be prophets/teachers of 
Yahweh in The Fidelity. 
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Thus JC is telling us beware. = Observe, be careful, be discriminating carry out careful audits upon them. 
Why? 
For two reasons. 
1. These are false prophets (= inspired speakers) = prophets who do not represent Yahweh even though they claim to represent Yahweh! 
2. Thus being false prophets (= inspired speakers), then if you follow their teaching then they lead you away from Yahweh’s Desire. 
But The Bible tells us how to recognise a false prophet = one who promotes anything other - but not the Desire of Yahweh. 
JC and the apostles tell us we know by inspecting their fruits (= the results of their work in this world). 
But the fruits are not those that look so endearing, wonderful and comfortable ‘sound bites’ and a painted façade put out as a public image. 
All the apostles in the Epistles constantly warn us of false prophets beguiling their way in to the church and for some to become leaders in the highest 
positions of ‘the church’. These false prophets are worldly because they are climbing high in the church community for prestige/power/position in a political 
worldly fashion, rather than stay at the lowest level to be active everyday spending all their time with the congregational spiritual needs at a 1:1 level – just 
as JC and The Apostles did within their lifestyle. 
I ask the reader to get to know/understand The Bible so that you have information upon which to audit those who claim to represent Yahweh. Do not take 
your leader’s word as being Truth unless The Bible supports the teaching out of his mouth. Similarly his lifestyle must be like that of JC and his apostles. 
The fruits must be long lasting, solid and wholesome to the long-term spiritual well being of the recipient. 
Not just superficial beautiful sound bites – or ‘inspiring things’ for the immediacy of popularity! 
Ask yourself what were their lifestyles like and how were their fruits of the HS displayed? 
You will only know by knowing The Bible like ‘the back of your hand’ and then everything jumps out at you because you now have the tools to use during 
your active auditing process.  
Finally I ask the reader to contemplate upon this situation. 
Take your house. The roof leaks – what course of action do you take? 
1. Would you get any person off the street who says: “Yes I can repair a roof – trust me - I am so very good at it!” 
Or 
2. Would you find out about their experience – look at the previous roofs that they claim to have repaired? 
Examine the fruitage of what they claim they are able – as I will now explain. 
Clearly you would go for (2) and thus you are carrying out an audit – but do you know what to look for? 
Thus you should learn about what is involved in making a good roof or speak to someone who does know shown by their past experience. 
Would you leave it at that? 
No! 
Because the roofs that had been repaired may have only experienced ‘fair weather’ and not ‘the storms of life’. 
This is the true fruit of the workmanship of the master builder – those who can come through the storms of life. 
As JC told us about building a house upon sand or upon rock and the winds and rain came and beat upon both houses. 
Which one survived? 
It was the one built by the master builder upon the solid foundation from Yahweh’s Truth. 
Thus I ask the reader to meditate by carefully using your reasoning faculties upon this because JC and the apostles indicated that there were many more 
false prophets around JC’s ministry, than good prophets and nothing has changed throughout all of history! 
This was even true with The Bible accounts of Micah, Elijah, Elisha long before JC’s ministry. 
So what are these false prophets plundering being wolves dressed as sheep? 
First let us identify the words. 
“Wolves” mean individuals who have no regard for the best interests of their victims. 
“Sheep” always means humans who consider themselves as Christians (worldly or TCs). 
“Plundering” means those taking away from others what does not belong to them for self-gratification. 
Thus we understand JC is speaking of humans who have thoughts and desires for self-gratification, but put on a façade or covering that makes all people 
think they are good members of the Christian Nation. 
I now ask the reader:  
“Who takes what, and off whom, in the Christian congregation?” 
The only possible combinations are:- 

1. Between members within the congregation. 
2. The congregation taking something (anything) from the Christian leader. 
3. The Christian leader taking something (anything) from the congregation. 
4. If the reader can think of another combination then they can add it here, because I cannot think of one! 

I do not think that it is (1) because they would be ostracised if it became obvious. We are told (2) must occur because the children (in The Fidelity) are to 
feed off the strong ones (being the leaders). The congregation are instructed to provide sufficient provisions for the daily food only and nothing else giving 
the example of “not muzzling the thrashing oxen” = providing food for the current day’s work only not for next month or next year!  For example the greedy 
Israelites in the wilderness taking more food for the next day and God made it rotten. Also we are particularly told in 6v19–30 not to worry about future 
worldly pensions and other worldly things, and certainly nothing like this must come from Yahweh’s Service. But more importantly JC and the apostles in 
their epistles tell us beware of false prophets and leaders.  Thus we can only reason that it is not (1) or (2) but only leaves (3), because a (4) does not exist! 
Thus anything else must be for worldly self-gratification – this is precisely what The Bible tells us! 
We now have established who takes from whom. 
But what do they take? 
Basically as The Bible warns us - it is anything that is from The World that supports self-gratification. 
I have explained in copious places power/prestige/position/politics/pension/materialism/money/{opportunity that position gives to all forms of worldly 
offerings}. 
I have seen this happen with my own eyes as I have been forced to walk out from such ‘services’ demonstrating an utter abuse of their position. 
I have seen religious leaders ‘working the audience’, performing ‘their act’ for mutual self-gratification – both can say they had ‘a good day’ at ‘worship’ – 
do they really think Yahweh enjoyed it?  Do they believe JC and Paul behaved like that?  Look at the Bible and see for yourself! 
But to be quite blunt (not to be rude but only as a call to awaken) an acquiescing self-indulgent audience deserves what they get! 
The Bible warns of all this – it is my duty to explain it, so that The World knows what to look for and how to audit themselves and their leaders – it is a two 
way process. 
As I repeat not all Christian leaders are like this – there is the rare Nicodemus among the large group of Pharisees! 
But it is incumbent upon the reader to pick out the Nicodemus from that large grouping of self-indulgent leaders. 
Perhaps the best way to illustrate this is by taking a worldly example of a Good trader and a Bad trader. 
The Good Trader loves to show off his ‘fruit’ from his craft and skills because he is personally pleased of the results from his efforts. 
The Bad Trader hides his errors and moans at anyone who shows up his errors because it demonstrates his hypocrisy and deceit. 
The reader should think very carefully upon this truism and how it might be reflected in what is stated here – by whom to whom! 
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Then we move very appropriately in context onto v16. 
 
 
Parable – A Christian leader whose congregation fails Yahweh’s Desire shall be condemned and removed from office. 
38th Prophecy – Worldly Christian Leaders falsifying The Truth will be removed (“become least”) in The Millennium!  
45th Allegory – Truth delivers Truth displayed, but deception delivers deception to the ultimate hurt of the receiver! 
Matt.    7v16 og From to the fruits of them, you shall know of them.  
Matt.    7v16 og Neither do the (grapes) gather from thorn-bushes - grapes; or from thistles - figs? 
Matt.    7v17 og So all/{the whole}/every tree (the) ideal/good (then) fruits ideal/good produces. 
Matt.    7v17 og And the corrupt/worthless tree (then) fruits malicious/hurtful/slanderous/grievous/mischief 
Matt.    7v18 og Not is able a tree (the) ideal/good (then) fruits malicious/hurtful/slanderous/grievous/mischief  
Matt.    7v18 og to produce; nor a tree (the) corrupt/worthless (then) fruits ideal/good produces. 
Matt.    7v19 og All/{the whole}/every tree not producing fruits (the) ideal/good is cut down, also into 
Matt.    7v19 og {consuming power} is thrown.  
Matt.    7v20 og Surely from of the fruits of them you will know them. 
Matt.    7v20 Thus these verses show two aspects of what we should look for in “The Fruitage”. 

1. The obvious one is the leader’s lifestyle – is it like the Apostle Paul – for example? 
2. The less obvious, but just as important would be to ask: “What is the congregation like? 

I have dealt with (1) in many places. But not (2) and so do it now. JC speaks of the listener taking upon themselves ‘the same name’ as their leader (see 
10v40-41 as a positive example) but the Greek word for Name also means Character/Authority and how true is this in what we witness by those who claim 
to come in JC’s Name? 
JC also warns of negative examples. 
If the leader fosters acquiescence in the congregation and not promoting active work then the congregation is spiritually dead. Equally a congregation that 
does not promote Yahweh’s virtues during the week to strangers but goes every weekend to a worldly inspiring, uplifting ‘happy-clappy’ church service is 
also spiritually dead with regard to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. I explain in detail why elsewhere (please see “Yahweh’s Desire” in Glossary as one 
example), but basically this is self-seeking rather than seeking the stranger/neighbour upon which to preach/teach Yahweh’s wholesome Word that is the 
real form of charity love. 
The most valuable gift that anyone has is their time – not money. And it is how the person spends his time that Yahweh looks at when performing His Desire 
and makes the judgement on whether the Christian individual makes the grade in Yahweh’s eyes – to become a TC. 
The spiritually alive congregation is one that the leader inspires the daily reading of The Bible (with accurately supplied understanding when asked for), 
and actively promotes the congregation to take his place when the members demonstrate they are spiritually mature and competent. Further the leader 
would inspire each and everyone of the congregation to actively promote The Word of Yahweh to strangers that they daily meet whenever the opportunity 
arises. Further the Leader would take nothing from the congregation and actively promote himself to be lower than the congregation. 
This is precisely what JC and the Apostles declare in their writings. We must be an active worker to become a TC, rather than stay as a worldly Christian. 
I respectively ask the reader to audit all the works of their congregation to the real Desire of Yahweh. 
And we move very appropriately in context to the next verse v21. 
 

Hopefully that has explained in context what the quoted ‘quote’ really means. 
 
 
I’ve accepted this is the way it is during this period when Satan is the prince of the world.  
I agree that Satan is merely a prince. But at present he is a pretender to The Throne of power and thus as such he 
behaves as the god to this world (being specifically what occurred in The Garden of Eden) – and that is what all 
those humans of present worldly religions do homage to his desire by their actions – because their words have no 
meaning when their works show their true allegiance! 
Which is precisely why the only thing that will hold us in good stead through Yahweh’s eyes is to precisely imitate 
His son in all that we do – because we are told; Jesus was “Yahweh’s Beloved son – Listen to him” (= learn what he 
says and then do it = imitate him – for he was/is The Wisdom of God [Yahweh]). 
 
Of course I witness to the gospel whenever I get the chance.  
This is good – more people should do it. 
Those who do this ideally do it in an accurate manner – for many people claim to “come in his name” – but JCg (see 
Glossary) will say “get away from me you workers of lawlessness.” 
Thus all people must audit their work against The Quality Manual – being what The Bible specifically teaches us. 
 
When I was in hospital I spent over an hour giving one of the male nurses the gospel and teaching him from the old and new testaments. 
All good work. 
 
The three reasons for prayer you give on page 3 are the same as I would have given with the proviso that you pray with sincerity.  
All are key points. 
 
You seem to say that we should all be out teaching the gospel but in 1Cor.12vs Paul says “God has appointed apostles, prophets, teachers, 
miracles, healings, etc. All are not apostles are they?  All are not prophets are they?  All are not teachers are they?   
Not quite what I stated – in fact I state that The Body of Christ is made up of many parts as The Bible clearly 
teaches us. However “The Goal” as I state on this website is to become a True Christian (TC), where we are to aim 
to imitate Jesus’ ministry. Clearly Jesus was The Culmination of all those things (virtues) that the correspondent 
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quotes because Jesus could handle the full power of the holy spirit without all that capability knocking Jesus ‘off the 
rails’ (see Paul’s comment on the ‘splinter’ that he had to suppress any possible vanity) because Paul had many of 
these powerful virtues. Interestingly we have no account that Jesus spoke in tongues (except we have ‘groanings’ 
[not tongues] in his grief at Lazarus’ death) which infers that because Jesus taught only to The Jews (for “he only 
came to the Jews”) thus he had no need to speak in tongues (while he had all that holy spirit – far more than 
anyone). However Paul mentions ‘speaking in tongues’ only because he needed to spread The Word in a wholesome 
manner to The Gentiles of mixed languages during his missionary journeys. To any logical mind this must speak 
volumes to what ‘speaking in tongues’ really means (particularly 1Cor.14v23 in context)! 
After that obvious conclusion then let me explain precisely what I mean regarding these separate gifts. 

All humans must have a goal for which to aim. 
Once given The Goal (Target) then they will go for it the best they are able. 

The ultimate is to imitate Jesus as Paul tried to explain by example “copy me as I copy Jesus”, but he had his 
supporters who helped him in any manner they were able – as we read in his epistles. These would be The Brethren 
(and ‘Sisters’) who were not capable of doing what he was able being the one-to-one ministerial work – but they 
were inspired by his work load and supported him with food parcels and safe houses with ecclesiastic meetings. 
They would also be favourably looked upon by Yahweh. We also read of the women who supported Jesus and were 
with him at his public murder.  
So Yes – I agree with the correspondent (being only what I state throughout this website) that Yahweh chooses all 
humans who stretch out to grasp The Prize during the 1st part of this life to imitate whatever aspect of JC ministry 
that they have capability – being stretched to the limit. 
I would apply this to myself – I am no orator and thus cannot preach in the sense of perhaps how I understand the 
correspondent’s comments – but I have an extremely logical mind and an ardent desire to discover The Absolute 
Truth without rubbish worldly doctrine severely contaminating it. Also I have a capability to put it down in words 
for those who are interested to read it through the exegesis presented. I stretched myself to The Ancient Greek, to 
gain access to The Prime Standards and thus grasp an anchor upon which to apply my logic in the precision that my 
mind operates – for I utterly detest mystic waffle. Yahweh detests false representatives deluding the sheep and thus 
it is my duty as a tiny part of The body to explain The Absolute Truth to The World. Where it is carefully reasoned 
to give working knowledge to The World about Yahweh’s most righteous plan and thus in this manner give praise to 
Yahweh by bringing more humans into the intimate knowledge of Yahweh. Through this method I worship Yahweh 
and bring glory to His Name from mankind, and nothing for myself – whether I am classed as a TC or not, is 
entirely Yahweh’s Decision made at the end of the 1st part of my life – all I can do is work as best I am able. 
Worship must not be performed by the practitioner for some self-indulgent reason as Jesus clearly taught us – for 
they get their reward in this world (under Satan’s regime) and thus Yahweh will ignore it. Therefore words in 
worship have no meaning and are merely hypocritical if the practitioner does not validate the worship by fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire. And the prince Satan is making it perfectly clear humans do not know of Yahweh’s Desire as we 
witness in so many worldly Christian denominations – as this website so carefully untangles through its exegesis. 
That is precisely why Yahweh’s Desire must be publicised (and not hidden under a bushel – as Jesus tells us) and 
why Satan’s desire must be clearly identified. Once knowing both ‘Desires’, the TC becomes strengthened – that is 
why I have written both ‘Desires’ as given within the Glossary on this website which I recommend be read for 
complete understanding Yahweh’s Plan – for as we witness we will not get this knowledge from virtually all 
Christian denominations! 
 
The Holy Spirit gives gifts as he will 
I have a serious problem with this statement – while you correctly quote worldly Christian leaders and the most 
errant worldly translators (for which they shall be made to answer in The Millennium before Christ Jesus) – this is 
not what The Bible teaches us based upon the Original Greek Text, but a terrible spin upon The Truth. 
I only know because I have gone back to the original Greek Scriptures and not worldly mistranslations! 
I have researched The Bible that carefully shows every example where The Holy Spirit is referenced, and in all but 
perhaps just one instance (based upon memory at the time of writing) either:- 

1. There is no reference to “he” or “himself” anywhere in the original Greek text. 
2. Where there is reference to the pronoun then the word is “it” or “same”. 

In the single instance where “he” could be inferred, then the exact same word can also be translated as “it” or 
“same” - thus by balance of probability then “holy spirit” cannot have a personage assigned to it. 
I am most ardent for the very best worldly Greek scholars to deny what I have just stated here – they dare not speak 
against The Absolute Truth that I state here! 
The next point is the statement that it is The Holy Spirit “giving” the gifts. 
The Bible actually teaches us that the Holy Spirit is ‘the conduit’ through which the gifts flow. Inasmuch the Gifts 
are actually sourced by Yahweh, and Yahweh uses His Holy Spirit to make occur what He chooses to make occur. 
Thus as I carefully explain elsewhere on this website “Holy Spirit” actually means:- 

“Yahweh’s Desire expressed in the environment by whatever means He (Yahweh) chooses.” 
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       “Holy” means “Separate from this world of sin”. 
       “Spirit” means “personality/desire/trait” (invisible to the eye but has the power to effect/affect the environment). 
  (I carefully explain all this in the Glossary) 
And Yahweh has infinite power to ensure that His Desire is fully accomplished. Thus all credit goes to Yahweh and 
not some intermediate ‘entity’, where the only intermediate entity is Jesus Christ the one who died for his personal 
Creation. 
The ‘mystery’ of The Trinity now disappears being the mere myth that only The World desires – even though they 
might pretend to search for The Truth claiming to be representatives of Jesus! 
No mystery and no illogical reasoning – but just a clear and sensible message – but more importantly precisely what 
The Original Greek tells us and not as given in the faithless translations (in key areas) that we have as English 
bibles!  At least the original KJV is the most accurate in that respect of fidelity – the worse are NIV and NLT being 
‘translations’ of the last 40 or so years where this myth is getting its hooks into the worldly doctrine at The End 
Times to lead even more people astray as the epistles so clearly tell us! 
 
 – not all Christians are to be called teachers. When we all put our gifts together we make a complete church.  
As I correctly state. 
 
I and some other ladies in my church meet at mine on a Tuesday morning as intercessors. We begin by praising and worshipping God for all that 
He is. Then we thank Him for all His goodness to us, then we ask Him to show us His mind for that day so that we will pray in accordance with 
His will, otherwise we are just wasting our time. We the move into prayer for the various needs that we know of and often we are led to pray into 
things we hadn’t expected to be praying for but felt the Lord’s leading. 
Sounds good – but please read the remainder of this whole article and then ask yourself: 

Would you like to perhaps do more than just that – perhaps you might like to just tell The World about this 
website www.FutureLife.Org  and the contents within it!  – How does that feel?  Is it too controversial – 
being very much like the True Christian message was during the 1st century of Jesus’ death – before it 
became adulterated in the subsequent centuries with worldly myths? 
That is a question I can only pose – and question that the reader can only take up with Yahweh! 

 
Now, on page 5 you start talking about the acceptable year of the Lord and here I disagree with you. You state it is the millennium – I say no, it is 
the time from Jesus’ proclamation of the gospel up till the time of the rapture. In Lk 4 vs21 Jesus reads that lovely quotation from Isaiah about 
the acceptable year of the Lord and then goes on to say “Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing”.  
The Bible does not quite state as you imply: 
Let me state precisely what The Bible itself states in context. 
 

Luke   4v16 og Also (JC) came/entered into the Nazareth where (he) was nourished/invigorated/strengthened  
Luke   4v16 og (= grew up with his parents as a youth). Also (JC) went/entered under/according (to) the custom/habit/practice  
Luke   4v16 og (to the) him in to the day of the Sabbaths into the synagogue, also {stood up}/arose (to) read. 
Luke   4v17 og Also delivered/handed (to the) him (JC) (the) scroll/roll (of the) Isaiah of the prophet, Also unrolling the  
Luke   4v17 og scroll/roll (JC) found/obtained the place/location where (it was) written (Isa.61v1-2): 
Luke   4v18 og Prophecy: “(The) Spirit (= HS of the) Lord (is) upon me, where because (of this) (He = Yahweh)  
Luke   4v18 og anointed/consecrated me (JC) (to) {proclaim the Gospel}/evangelise/{preach The Good News} (to the)  
Luke   4v18 og poor/beggars/distressed (= humans who hunger for the spiritual food from Yahweh rather than this world’s politics). 
Luke   4v18 og (Yahweh) Has sent/commissioned/dispatched me (JC) (to) cure/heal/{make whole} the (ones = humans) 
Luke   4v18 og broken/{completely crushed}/shattered (in/of) the heart. 
Luke   4v18  (= To cure those humans who have lost the will to live/survive under Satan’s political/religious worldly system). 
Luke   4v18 og (To) Proclaim/preach (to the) captives/prisoners deliverance/freedom/forgiveness/liberty/remission, 
Luke   4v18  (= To give The Good News of The Millennium’s System of righteousness that removes Satan’s Death sentence upon humans). 
Luke   4v18 og also (to the) blind (to) recover sight (= those who cannot see in the fog of Satan’s system receive Yahweh’s Truth to see). 
Luke   4v18 og (To) Send/commission/dispatch broken/{completely crushed}/shattered (ones) (= those who are crushed  
Luke   4v18 og under Satan’s present system) in deliverance/freedom/forgiveness/liberty/remission. 
Luke   4v18  This verse T his verse is speaking of those humans w ho presently intrinsically detest this present w orldly system  under S atan’s 
rulership, being broken/crushed under it because this present system  hurts/attacks their m orals/principals of fairness/justice/righteousness. But 
w hen show n T he L ight of understanding that Yahw eh’s W ord gives them  (correctly explained), then they are freed from  the constraints that this 
w orld has over them . T hey becom e “freedm en” untied to the lures of S atan’s w orld. Being freedm en having deliverance from  this w orld of death (by 
follow ing after its passions of greed/pow er/prestige/status/im m orality/{debilitating habits}/{self-gratification/indulgence}/etc.). T hese freedm en 
having this forgiveness for past sins (of T he W orld) enables them  to slave for Yahw eh by im itating JC’s thoughts and w orks during his m inistry to bring 
in m ore hum ans into this know ledge to fulfil “Yahw eh’s Desire” (see Glossary). 
Luke   4v19 og (To) Proclaim/preach a year (of the) Lord (the) acceptable/approved (one). 
Luke   4v19  JC and these freedmen (= TCs) preach of an acceptable lifestyle to Yahweh (of which those who listen and imitate become TCs) 
and of a future Millennium where all who listen and imitate become acceptable to Yahweh. 
Luke   4v20 og Also rolling/furling (closed) the roll/scroll (and) returning/{gave away} (it) to the attendant/assistant,  
Luke   4v20 og (JC) sat (down). Also (of the) all/every (person) in to the synagogue the eyes were  
Luke   4v20 og fixed/{gaze intently}/fastened to the him (JC). 
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Luke   4v21 og And (JC) began/commenced (to) exclaim/state towards them: 
Luke   4v21 og “Because today/now is accomplished/fulfilled/completed the scripture/{holy writ} this in the ears  
Luke   4v21 og (of the) you.” (JC has now just started to preach/demonstrate of the time/’year’ acceptable to Yahweh). 
Luke   4v22 og Also all/every (persons) as (personal) witnesses (to the) him (JC), also wondered/marvelled/admired upon  
Luke   4v22 og the words of the gifts/favour/gratitude/pleasure/worthiness the (ones = words/sayings)  
Luke   4v22 og discharged/proceeding/coming from of the mouth (of the) him (JC). Also (they) exclaimed/stated:  
Luke   4v22 og “Not this is the son (of the) Joseph?”  
Luke   4v22 og (At this point the congregation is ‘on a high’ but are totally unprepared for the challenge that JC is to put to them = as for us.) 
 

So carefully analysing the script what do we have? 
 

Luke   4v21 og “Because today/now is accomplished/fulfilled/completed the scripture/{holy writ} this in the ears you 
(= Today what you have heard from the holy writings by your ears is now fulfilled).  

So what has been fulfilled? 
Let us see what the script teaches us: 
Luke 4v18  “{proclaim the Gospel}”, “sent me (JC) (to) cure the broken hearted”, “preach (to the) captives”, 
“proclaim (to the) captives deliverance”, “blind to recover sight” 

Luke   4v19 og (To) Proclaim/preach a year (of the) Lord (the) acceptable/approved (one). 
 

What do these words actually teach us? 
“Proclaim the Gospel, cure the ‘broken hearted’, preach to the captives, proclaim deliverance to the captives, 
recovering ‘sight’ for those blind.” 
And finally: 

“To Proclaim a year acceptable to The Lord.” 
The Gospel is ‘The Good News’ of what? 

The Good News is as we are told during Jesus’ ministry is to teach of the nearness of “The Acceptable Year of The 
Lord” – so clearly it is not fully here – but only “near” during Jesus’ ministry. 
What worldly Christian doctrine states ‘is nearness in time’ being utterly wrong – but really Jesus was speaking 
“nearness by application” (not “time”) inasmuch by what he was doing during his ministry both physically by 
curing the blind, etc but also as I state in my inter-verse commentary it is all metaphoric being The Knowledge of 
Yahweh’s Word for the spiritual mind = the synapse construction (= spirit – see Glossary) that Yahweh Desires as 
“The Heavenly Treasure” (see Glossary) to be retained for our resurrection – particularly those imitating Jesus.  
When Jesus physically left the Earth, then the locality that Jesus operated within returned back to The World – thus 
the “nearness” disappeared physically (healing and recovering of sight) until it fully returns to cover the Earth 
during The Millennium where Christ Jesus rules all the Earth rather than just in the locality of operations within 
Israel during his ministry period (for Jesus only came to The Jews – during his ministry). 
Thus as we read Jesus “Proclaimed of the Gospel” of something that would in the future cover the whole Earth – 
that surely is The Good News being a New System that is “Acceptable to Yahweh”. 
Nowhere does the Bible state that Jesus instituted what he was proclaiming – so again it is still in the future. 

Thus putting what you stated back into context: 
The Prophecy of Isaiah became fulfilled when Jesus started his ministry – inasmuch The Prophecy was of The 
Ministry Work being what Jesus came to do. This is what Jesus declared to those in Nazareth as being fulfilled. 
But it was not the contents of the ministry work that became fulfilled at that time, for Jesus was actually 
proclaiming something of The Future – being The Millennium – for that is of what he was preaching – being The 
Proclamation – being the very Goal that we are to aim towards. The Goal becomes “The Inheritance” (see Glossary 
on what this word really means) that Jesus showed was possible by being The First of The First-Fruit (= future TCs).  
For Yahweh is electing His faithful stewards imitating Jesus during The Gospel Age to make that full number of 
faithful stewards to become The 144000 in number as John clearly tells us in his Revelation – for The Inheritance. 
Sadly this knowledge is what those people beholden to worldly Christian doctrine do NOT presently understand – 
that is why I am fervently writing this website to make all things so logically clear in utter righteousness. 
 
Let me take another Bible quotation in context:- 
 

Luke 10v8 og Also into whatever and wishing/supposing/choosing city/town (you) enter/{pass through} also (they)  
Luke 10v8 og receive/accept/take you, eat the {presented food}/{placed alongside} (the) you. 
Luke 10v9 og Also {healing/curing (menially serving God)} the (ones) in it (= household) sick/feeble/impotent.  
Luke 10v9 og Also exclaim/state to them: “{Has drawn near} upon you the kingdom of the God.” 
Luke 10v9  Again as I explain elsewhere JC is approaching the end of his 3.5 year ministry period and still the Kingdom is still “drawn 
near”. We are not told that it has got closer, thus nothing has changed from the time that John the Baptist was preaching some 3.5 years earlier – 
exactly the same words were used then as now. By proportionality then the “nearness of The Kingdom of God” was still a long way off in the time 
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domain. Thus it means as I explained in other places “The kingdom of God is near” by application being the presence of JC being the physical 
domain and not the time domain.  
But at the time of writing this translation/explanation (2007 CE) “The kingdom of God” of The Millennium is near “in time” – which is driving me so 
hard to write this translation and explanation work – time is so short now.  We are so close to The End Times of The Gospel Age – all the pointers are 
there! 
Luke 10v10 og And into what wishing/supposing/choosing  city/town (you) enter/{pass through}, also not (they)  
Luke 10v10 og receive/accept/take you,  {spread abroad}/{go out}/{issued forth} into the {open streets} of it say: 
Luke 10v11 og ‘Also the dust, the clinging/sticking (to) (the) you from of the city/town (of the) you (we)  
Luke 10v11 og {shake/squeeze/scrape off} (to) (the) you; that/yet this {absolutely know}/{clearly understand/resolve}:  
Luke 10v11 og Because {has drawn near}/approached upon you the kingdom of the God.’ 
Luke 10v11 I maintain this is specifically what we Non-Worldly Christians should be preaching now: “The kingdom of the God” (where all 
humans should be experiencing how to behave to Yahweh’s requirements) is “near to hand” not in application as in JC only operating within a 
locality as he did during his ministry, but now “near at hand” in time when JCg comes as the supreme King to rule in The Millennium over the whole 
Earth – 1st visible when he takes the 144000 TCs at the 1st 2nd C. 
This is what we should be telling The World about now, being the end of The Gospel Age of some 2000 years!  

 
And another example in Luke where worldly translators distort The Truth by twisting the meaning of the Greek 
words to perpetuate myths:- 
 

Luke 11v19 og Through (reason of) this judges/tribunals (of the) you they {shall be}/{come to pass}. 
Luke 11v20 og And if in (the) finger (of the) God I expel/{cast out}/eject the demons, then  
Luke 11v19 og beforehand/{in anticipation}/preceding upon you the kingdom of the God. 
Luke 11v20  The original Greek during translation is bent/twisted in standard English bibles to perpetuate the myth that JC’s kingdom has 
come now instead that only “the nearness of the kingdom has come”. The word errant translators do not like and thus distort is the Greek word 
“phthano” StrongsTM = 5348 that means “beforehand/{in anticipation}/preceding” and not that it “has come” (except only by extension meaning 
when it has actually come!) So the translators push out ‘the extension of actuality’ incorrectly, when the whole script in all other places we are 
repeatedly told only “the nearness of the kingdom”. Thus we conclude translators ‘twist in distortion’ to sow the seeds of confusion – just what The 
Bible warns us to look for! 
Sadly this is far from an isolated incident of places where key understanding is required of ‘The Greater Plan’. 
This translation in www.FutureLife.Org exposes all these distortions and welcomes worldly translators to defend their most errant translations 
holistically! 

 
 
And finally I give another quote from a different angle – to merely support precisely what this website states on this 
subject. 
 

Luke 20v41 og And (JC) said towards them:  
Luke 20v41 og “{In what manner} (do they) exclaim/state the Christ (the) son (of king) David {to be}? 
Luke 20v42 og Also (of the) himself (king) David exclaims/states in (the) scroll/roll (of the) Psalms (Psm 110v1): 
Luke 20v42 og Prophecy: Said the Lord to the Lord (of the) me: ‘Sit/dwell/remain of (the) right (of the) Me, 
Luke 20v43 og until may/suppose/wish/desire  I  put/place/settle the hostile/hateful/odious/enemies (of the) you,  
Luke 20v43 og (the) footstool/{beneath your feet} (= suppressed) of the foot (of the) you.’ 
Luke 20v42-43 = ‘The Lord (Yahweh) said to the Lord (JCg = “the specific god”) of me (= King David), sit at the right of Me (= Yahweh) 
until I (Yahweh) wish/desire put/settle the hostile humans of you (JC), so that they become like a footstool to you (JCg).’ 

What does this mean? 
This is a prophecy of the future, which religious leaders of today seem to ignore when they state JCg is ruling now!  
What does the passage say (and other epistles, where they state “be patient like JCg is patient”)? 
“Sit/wait to the right of Me (Yahweh) until I wish/desire to make those hostile to you submit and become like your footstool.” 

I ask the reader: “Can we see hostile ones presently submitting to JC?” 
Only when they do, does it demonstrate that JCg has come and is ruling – at present he is waiting patiently at the right hand side of Yahweh, waiting 
for His command (when the full quota of TCs and humans occurs) before (as the Bible tells us) he comes in power as a lion.  All these are quotes from 
The Bible that our worldly Christian leaders seem to forget?  Perhaps they have not been reading these parts of The Bible lately? 

Getting involved in worldly political matters does take a lot their personal time - does it not? 
 
 
 
So just to repeat what I stated from a different angle: 
The bible tells us “Near/Nigh” but never “is here” or “instituted” during Jesus’ ministry, also never are the words “is 
here” or “instituted” used in the Epistles written up to 60 years later for they were always speaking of something in 
the future (I invite anybody to send me a Bible quote in context to the contrary). See Jesus’ teaching at Matt.24v33, 
Mark 13v28 speaking of the summer (= The Millennium part of The Year where the grain fattens in the light to 
Yahweh’s Knowledge) – but note the Greek word mistranslated as “generation” in poorly translated bibles is equally 
well translated as “AGE” (StrongsTM =1074  “genea” = age/generation/nation/time). Thus “age” representing “The 
Gospel Age” (= the present “spring” – where the green shoots are showing – being the teaching of The Summer).  
Surely this makes sense – being precisely what The Bible tells us – I am not misinterpreting anything – everything 
I state fits perfectly – I demand the very best worldly theologians to use scripture to support their errant stance so 
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that those of Christian congregations are taught The Absolute Truth rather than the fiction presently presented as 
worldly Christian doctrine with all its inherent illogical errors both in reasoning and righteousness! 
Look also at Luke.10v9,11,  21v30,31 where the summer is near but not yet here, but it is near - by application – the 
application of the shoots growing ready for full growth in the summer and then The harvest of the fruits in the 
autumn to become The Year which conveniently takes me to the next point you make (see later) about what 
“Yahweh’s Acceptable Year” really means.  
But again just repeating - the near “by application” is the spring being The Gospel Age - first by Jesus’ teaching and 
then further by the TC’s accurately preaching/teaching during The Gospel Age - these are all the green shoots for 
the ripening of the fruit that appears in the summer of The Millennium – pleased read The Darnel Seed parable at 
Matt.13v24 that I have taken the liberty to reproduce here in what I understand to be the most accurate translation of 
the Original Greek in The World today (where “og” = Original Greek words and structure). 
 
 

Parable – The Darnel Seed - After experiencing both bad and good societies, those who finally imitate JC’s lifestyle shall 
live forever. 

98th Prophecy – This show the total “Acceptable Year of The Lord” – this is perhaps The Foremost Parable! 
Allegory – repeat - The kingdom of the heavens = a society that operates under (thus fulfils) Yahweh’s Desire.  
107th Allegory – The Sower was initially JC, but then taken up by a further 144000 individuals of The Expectation.  
108th Allegory – The Wheat = The Accurate Word of God (not the plethora of falsehoods given in Yahweh’s Name). 
109th Allegory – The Evil One = Satan operating in the present worldly system based upon on self indulgence.  
110th Allegory – The Darnel = The plethora of false worldly wisdom (accepted as ‘truth’) pandemic on this planet. 
111th Allegory – Seed germinating = 1st part of our life in the dark (in soil) away from Yahweh’s system. 
112th Allegory – Men Sleeping = TCs passing into the “asleep” stage of their life after tending the seed.  
113th Allegory – Satan going away = his restraint during The Millennium – JCg starts to rule over the whole Earth. 
114th Allegory – Seed growing above soil = resurrection of all humans now the 2nd part of our life = in God’s sunlight. 
115th Allegory – Both seeds growing = all types of people where majority learn righteousness – but others refuse.  
116th Allegory – Growth = two parts = least beneath soil = 70 years, most above soil = 1000 years in The Millennium.  
117th Allegory – Final Harvest = Assay of humans those choosing either to imitate JC or those who do not.  
118th Allegory – Angels = Yahweh’s compliant assistants with full power (2Kings 19v35 demonstrating their power). 
119th Allegory – Granary = Righteous society fully interactive with other righteous societies in The Universe. 
Matt.  13v24 og Another parable (JC) put forth to them (the crowds) exclaiming/stating:  
Matt.  13v24 og Compared/similar the kingdom of the heavens (to the) Man (= JC working the land) sowing/scattering  
Matt.  13v24 og (inherently/intrinsically) good/virtuous seed (= Yahweh’s Word) in to the fields (= the world) of him (JCg). 
Matt.  13v24 The fields were JCg’s responsibility, given to him by Yahweh being The Master of the household v27. The kingdom of heavens 
(plural indicating that it is both upon the earth and The Universe) thus ‘the kingdom of (one of) the heavens’ is being spoken of as being here upon the 
earth – that is where the action is upon mankind!  Thus there are other kingdoms within The Universe of Yahweh that fulfil His Desire – but also see 
below. 
The pertinent question now to be asked is about this specific planet:  At what time frame is this occurring? 
Clearly the seed was started to be given out at the beginning of JC’s ministry period but it does not end at JC’s ministry nor at his death and 
resurrection because the seed is still being spread onto new humans being born onto this planet for the seed to operate within. But more importantly 
Satan is still sowing deception within the present a kingdom of the heaven(s) (= being on this planet now) about what the future kingdom of God is like. 
Satan is also further attempting to destroy by choking out (obviously unable to, but this is the refinement process of) the First-Fruits (TCs) during this 
Gospel Age who are required later to lead by teaching righteousness in The Millennium.  
Matt.  13v25 og And in to the sleeping the men (= while the men slept)  
Matt.  13v25 What does this mean?  
v24 tells us that JC as ‘The Man’ is fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire in teaching the world during his ministry. Then when he has finished his ministry he 

leaves the field (= the world) to be with The Master of the household (= in the heavens). 
v25 now speaks of “the men sleeping”. The context implies that the men would be watching over the field to maintain it.  
Now we know Satan was disrupting Yahweh’s Desire upon worldly people, during the previous 4000 years before JC’s ministry but there were some 
differences. 

1. Importantly the people had no understanding of ‘The Bonus’ (= guaranteed Salvation) or how general salvation was going to operate 
= “The Mystery” – see Glossary. 
2. Vast majority of humans had no knowledge of Yahweh but just of Satan’s chameleon gods (via worldly religions – what is different 
now)! 
3. The Israelite nation was blessed by knowing/representing Yahweh but were constantly frustrated from ‘within and without’ by Satan. 
(This occurring within The Christian Nation since Jesus’ ministry and up to now)! 

The difference is that JC explained how salvation was to occur and how we were to achieve it. Satan is now distorting this message to guaranteed 
salvation so that humans should not be saved (being the ‘double-edged sword’ that it is after baptism). Prior to JC’s ministry if JC succeeded then all 
humans would be resurrected irrespective of what they did. But now it is different – baptised humans are effectively living in The Millennium period 
based upon entrusting in JC and thus have nothing to fall back upon (if they actively work against Yahweh’s Desire through deception). So Satan does 
this by distorting what was preached by JC in the world so that humans become like darnel in the way they think and thus fail Yahweh’s Desire of us, so 
possibly facing our 2nd Death now we have the knowledge of Yahweh’s Word through JC which is only possible by being within The Christian Nation.  
Satan does this by deceiving us into believing that: 
“We do not need to do anything, except just believe in JC”. 
This is utter deception on two fronts, because the requirements inherent in “believing” are not understood!  Thus humans are now thus deceived: 
We just ‘love’ everyone and consequently we are all forgiven = another lie (as practised)! 
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In reality ‘The Love’ Yahweh speaks of is charity love to put your neighbours’ (= any person other than yourself) well-being before your own, not in a 
social/fleshly self-indulgent manner (that many worldly Christians operate under to varying degrees) but a godly/spiritual lifestyle – all this being to 
fulfil the Desire of Yahweh. 
So - Who then are specifically not able to stop Satan from deceiving the humans destined to learn righteousness in The Millennium while JC is away?  
These surely are the TCs (proven as First-Fruits and thus ‘sail over’ The Millennium) who individually “sleep” when they die (precisely as The Bible 
tells us in many places elsewhere) at the end of the 1st part of their life, and thus allow Satan to get into the field during The Gospel Age. 
This last sentence must be logically understood in time frames because it comes into the next section. 
We now continue in v25. 
Matt.  13v25 og came (of the) Him (= Yahweh), the (one = Satan) hostile/hateful (towards Yahweh’s Desire) also sowed/scattered  
Matt.  13v25 og (the seed of deception =) Darnel (= a weed that grows looking exactly like wheat but is useless having no worthy fruit)  
Matt.  13v25 og in between/amidst/among of the wheat (during The Gospel Age under Satan’s stewardship of the world) also  
Matt.  13v25 og went away (= Satan being constrained by JCg during The Millennium period so that he cannot further effect germination). 
Matt.  13v25 Thus the darnel seed are worldly ideas/practices/concepts that are created to sound plausible to a very blind world. These 
ideas are sowed by Satan to displace The Truth that JC preached being of the Desire of Yahweh upon the behaviour of all entities in His Universe. 
Basically these ideas are worldly religions formed from mystic concepts (of some worldly guru/prophet) or worldly myths based upon a very human 
extension of fact (for example macro evolution myth from the fact of micro evolution giving designed-in variety). And the greatest of all myths is to twist 
what the real Christian message truly means for our salvation. All these ideas/myths/{worldly creations} are promoted as being credible in this present 
world to pull humans away from the fact of knowing what is really required of humans, who are being bewitched/entranced by these various doctrines. 
Humans are required to take in knowledge from Yahweh on how to behave so that they may have eternal life in a most wonderful and righteous system 
ruled by JCg. JC gave us this knowledge of salvation and opened the door for us to get there through his undeserved gift. 
Very Important Note – Always missed by worldly Christianity (because they just do not presently understand it).  
It is absolutely crucial for the reader to understand the logic of this next section because it fully explains ‘The Gospel’ of ‘The Good News’. 
‘The Undeserved Gift of JC’ means that we all slide through into The Millennium as though we are asleep (in reality = our 1st death). It is because of us 
being ‘asleep’ we are thus considered by Yahweh as though The Millennium is a continuation of our present 1st part of our life existence as we become 
now like Adam and Eve (because our sins are {covered over}/atoned by JC). That is why now the 2nd Death at end of (and possibly for some humans 
during) The Millennium becomes our real death of Finality if we now break Yahweh’s Decree: 
“In the day you sin you will (begin to) die (everlastingly).” 
That is why we are constantly warned of The 2nd Death – not that as falsely claimed by worldly Christians for it to be a painful torture (= a most 
unrighteous statement for us to claim from The Most Righteous God - Yahweh). 
But The 2nd Death is to be exactly like our 1st death to experience but the difference is that there is no return from The 2nd Death! 
Thus in this parable the slide from the 1st part of our life into the 2nd part of our life is considered as a continuous process of a single life so The 2nd 
Death becomes ‘The Death of Finality’. It now becomes a personal choice rather than the excuse we all hear now: “It was someone else’s fault” (eg 
Adam and Eve). 
Can the reader understand the full logic of everything stated within this section? 
If not, do not worry but please read more of this website www.FutureLife.Org to be fully conversant with the finer points of Yahweh’s whole plan for us 
and the understanding will come to you - if you genuinely seek it. 
Matt.  13v26 og Also (during this period = a kingdom of the heavens now moving into The Millennium to complete the whole growing period)  
Matt.  13v26 og because germinated/sprouted (= the full opportunity to see the full results of the plant growth = all humans now in The  
Matt.  13v26 Millennium experiencing the good system after the bad system = for full righteousness to be displayed in their fruit)  
Matt.  13v26 og the blade/leaf, also (when) fruit produced, then appeared also the darnel.  
Matt.  13v26  I need to explain “a kingdom of heavens”. The Greek word for “heaven” just means “zone above the soil of the earth” = sky 
and thus means the zone that humans operate within confined to the earth. It also means by extension of the plural for heavens as being zones outside 
the realm of earth’s influence. The Bible speaks of plural heavens when speaking of Yahweh to mean He controls everything in The Universe. Thus we 
understand here that “The/A kingdom of heavens” is the human inhabitable zone around earth under the ultimate jurisdiction of Yahweh that is moving 
from Satan’s local control (of 6000 years) to the local control by JCg of The Millennium (for 1000 years) operating under Yahweh’s Desire. 
Matt.  13v27 og And drawing near the slaves (= angels) of The Master (= Yahweh) of the house (= Yahweh’s household) said  
Matt.  13v27 og (to the) Lord (= Yahweh): (Was) not (inherently/intrinsically) good/virtuous seed (= Yahweh’s Word) did You sow  
Matt.  13v27 og (via Your man JC during the 2000 years) in to the your field (= the world during the 2000 years of The Gospel Age)?   
Matt.  13v27 og Where/(why) now has it (in the field = world) the darnel (grown after all that input work from Your representatives)?  
Matt.  13v27 The sprouting plants are resurrected still fleshly humans (basically still continuing their existence to a fullness to display their 
full fruitage after all has been expended upon the field for example ‘fertiliser’). The darnel having Satan’s deceptive ideas nurtured to produce 
unrighteous humans are fully displayed during The Millennium period where humans are now developing during their last opportunity (in their now 
extended 2 part life) – hence they are all allowed to grow up together in v30. 
This parallel can be further extended. 
The initial germination and shooting from the seed grain is under ground away from the direct light – this is likened to our short 1st part of our life in 
the darkness under Satan’s inept jurisdiction/control of a generalised limit of 70 years. The resurrection period can be likened to the shoot/blade/leaf 
first appearing above ground to then bask, by growing into the Light of The Millennium period under the rule of JCg in what will be a much longer 
period of growth to perhaps 1000 years (encouraged to grow to its full potential). It is JCg reflecting the bright light being The Knowledge of Yahweh 
upon these new seedlings. But how the result of the seedling turns out depends upon the source of their material. In a plant it is genetic and cannot 
change, but in Yahweh’s righteousness He has given us through JC’s design the possibility to reconnect our synapse construction and thus effectively 
change our metaphoric genetic make-up being our spiritual/thinking/desirous side. Thus in this wonderful light of Yahweh via JCg (and local feeding 
via TCs as kings/Priests) then if the growing plants still prefer selfishness during The Millennium period then v30 occurs after every opportunity has 
been made for each of them to produce righteous fruit. 
This is a truly righteous plan by Yahweh. Rather than the most unrighteous concept proposed by Worldly Christianity and worse, Islam. 
Sadly Judaism is still waiting for its Messiah and when JCg comes the 2nd time (apparently their 1st) it will be too late for Sonship to The New Israel. 
All other worldly religions are ‘so far off track’ to be a waste of time of which to even speak – they are full of inconsistent holes when viewed by logic.  
Matt.  13v28 og And the (One = ‘the Master’ = Yahweh) said to them (= angels), the man (= Satan) hostile/hurtful this  
Matt.  13v28 og did/worked (= did, but not now during The Millennium where the two groups are undisturbed by Satan). And the slaves  
Matt.  13v28 og (= angels) said (to the) Him (= Yahweh):  “Will you now (be) {going out}/departing we may gather them 
Matt.  13v28 og = the humans who are learning and beginning to demonstrate righteousness or unrighteousness as fruitage or lack of. 
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Matt.  13v29 og And the (one = Yahweh) said: “No!  That not gathering/collecting the darnel (plants = unproductive =  
Matt.  13v29 og unrighteous humans) you may uproot together/with them (= darnel having no fruitage of the HS), the wheat  
Matt.  13v29 (=wholesome =righteous humans that fulfil the Desire of Yahweh, who do not understand why darnel should be removed early) 
Matt.  13v29 “that while collecting the darnel (early) you may uproot (= mentally destabilise) the wheat” means the following: 
As I state in many places all entities do not have the capacity of Yahweh to make the correct decision early (before the event has occurred). Thus 
Yahweh is allowing the unrighteous humans to fully develop/show themselves as being unrighteous (without fruit) so that the righteous humans (with 
limited capability) can then understand why perhaps a former 1st life fleshly family member must be totally destroyed. 
Unless the unrighteous humans have been demonstrably allowed to fully absorb righteousness and then actively reject it (after all possible assistance = 
charity love to help them), only then can those watching fully accept within themselves that Yahweh has made the correct decision in destroying 
perhaps a former close fleshly friend/relation. 
Matt.  13v30 og Allow/{lay aside}/{let alone} to grow together both until of the harvest (being at the end of The Millennium),  
Matt.  13v30 og also in to the time of the harvest I will say to the reapers (= angels): Gather/collect first the darnel  
Matt.  13v30 og (during the 3.5 year testing period at the end of The Millennium), also bind/knot/tie them into bundles  
Matt.  13v30 og concerning/about the (ones = bundles) to burn them (= The 2nd Death of total annihilation so that nothing remains),  
Matt.  13v30 og and the wheat bring together into the granary of mine (entering The Culmination of eternity in Yahweh’s pleasure) 
Matt.  13v24-30  My understanding is fully supported by JC’s explanation given in v37 to v43. 
Why is it at variance to unrighteous worldly Christian (and incidentally the worldly Islamic) Doctrine? 
Both of these very worldly religions propose that there is not The Millennium period for all humans - that is why the reader has never heard them 
preach it! 
But JC came to preach of The Millennium so that a righteous judgement may be made upon all humans, not just the ones within their own specific 
worldly religions!  JC preached of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year where righteousness abounds. 
For true righteousness to abound then both the positive and negative aspects must be demonstrated to show distinction else a righteous decision cannot 
be demonstrated – that is just common sense! 
Both of these worldly religions propose that the eternal ‘life and death’ judgement is made at the end of this 1st life on many people who know no better.  
This is The Most Unrighteous Statement (and basically a stupid/foolish statement) that can be made by any human, thus it can be shown to be utterly 
false, thus perpetuating a myth by humans who do not understand about what they are speaking! 
I am always reminded of a television program that I saw many years ago, of a spiritually poor Christian Minister (who was clearly searching but still 
lost) stating on camera the following:  
“I just do not understand God. How can He cut-off so many people in the world who are forced by worldly events and pressures to live their life away 
and not knowing JC – it is just not fair!  I can understand why reincarnation must be better because humans can come back to have another opportunity 
and perhaps learn about JC.” 
I just weep for this minister who was sincerely fighting a rational dilemma within his mind. 
Satan would be laughing at this minister’s genuine discomfiture, especially because this man was starting to move to another very worldly religion 
(Hinduism) perpetrated by Satan. But this worldly Christian Minister was genuine because he was questioning the very worldly Christian Doctrine from 
being inside it and thus knowing how false it was and still is!  Sadly so very many worldly Christian ministers obviously do not bother and just 
perpetuate a myth for a worldly income and position within a worldly society – else why have they not done what I have demonstrated here? 
So why is it The Most Unrighteous (and thus foolish) Statement? 

1. All humans who do not come to know JC are cut-off – rather unfair for those who did not have the opportunity or the capacity to know JC. 
2. JC stated he came for all humans = give them an opportunity to come to know him – does not align with worldly Christian doctrine! 
3. There are many other sub-issues that I cover elsewhere that show the contradictory nature of the worldly Christian doctrine. 

(The same arguments apply to Islam – except it is even more unrighteous in many respects than the ridiculous conceptual worldly Christianity). 
Those of worldly Christian doctrine put forward all the usual mystical answers to try and answer the above problems but all are logically flawed! 
The answer must be logical else Satan can point the finger at Yahweh and declare that was not logical, then stating: ‘You’ Yahweh are unrighteous! 
And those standing roundabout (angels and other entities) could within themselves have doubt and thus believe that Satan had a very valid point! 
But Yahweh in His utter righteousness is able to demonstrate righteousness by ensuring that no short-cuts are taken that could cause any doubt! 
Yahweh desires a stable system in The Culmination where all the entities feel secure and have utter confidence in all of Yahweh’s pronouncements! 

 
 
 
Now let me explain what “The Acceptable Year" means. I cover it in The Glossary – but I give a much shortened 
explanation here. 

“The Acceptable Year” means “the planting, growth and harvest of humans” culminating in The Resultant 
Pleasure to be enjoyed by Yahweh. 

So what does this mean? 
Each grain of seed has a lifespan – to be sowed, germination in the dark, sprouting out into daylight, then growth to 
maturity and then a display ready for harvest – either a harvest of something useful or something worthless. 
It does not matter when the seed is sown – either in the winter or late spring = both will grow to maturity in the 
summer and deliver a harvest of something in the autumn. 

Exactly the same analogy can be applied to humans. 
It does not matter when humans are sown (with knowledge) during the 6000 years of Satan’s rule, they will all show 
themselves in lush growth during the summer (= The Millennium) being the point in time when they become 
resurrected (out from the initial germination in darkness under the soil representing Satan’s darkness of 6000 years) 
to grow in the full light of Yahweh’s knowledge of righteousness in The Millennium. The wheat will grow to give a 
good harvest, but likewise the weeds will also grow as Jesus’ parable teaches us - but the weeds will deliver nothing 
from the warmth of Yahweh’s knowledge on how to deliver the most wonderful society. 
As I explain they grow up together and the wheat is not uprooted (mentally disturbed) when the weeds are removed 
(annihilated early) until they all (weeds and wheat) have personally fully declared what they are able to give at the 
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end of The Millennium under Satan’s final test (Rev.20v7,8) during a 3.5 year assay period that mirrors Jesus’ assay 
during his ministry being a precise ‘like-for-like’ assay into eternity – being what Jesus showed us was possible. 
None of this is taught by any religion on this planet – being how those righteous humans will be able to live with the 
consequences of perhaps a former loved one becoming annihilated without being given the opportunity to bask in 
Yahweh’s Light. However The Bible teaches this, I explain it – but worldly Christian doctrine (up to 2007 CE) does 
anything but explain it – except gives the most unrighteous message of “eternal torture in hell” (two doctrinal errors 
in just four words – no wonder it is a mystery for them)! 
 
Today is the acceptable time,  
How can it be “the acceptable time” when the apostles’ state “The whole world lies in wickedness” (1John.5v19), 
and many variants of this theme (2Tim.3v1-6, v13, 4v4 – just from one epistle), to be considered as being 
“acceptable to Yahweh” when He is The Pinnacle of Perfection – and then especially when we are told He is going 
to destroy The Evil One and those who are to be demonstrated as being intrinsically evil during and at the end of 
The Millennium) – it makes no logical sense! 
Surely Entities (humans and God) keep what is acceptable – destroy what is unacceptable! 
BUT:- 
 
not the future, not the millennium.  
BUT:- 
If we take The Whole Year including The Millennium (summer) and ‘The Harvest (autumn) into Eternity’ of the 
demonstrably righteous ones having come through both bad and good societies (during both 1st and 2nd parts of their 
life) to yield success then “The Whole” (being the whole year cycle) becomes acceptable to Yahweh because of 
The Collective Resultant yielded during The Millennium into The Eternal Future. 
It all makes perfect sense and is precisely what The Bible teaches us – but clearly not what worldly Christian 
doctrine teaches in utter error as we witness throughout! 
 
From the time of Jesus’ preaching onwards man (and woman) can become accepted by God if they believe the gospel that Jesus preached. The 
acceptable time.  
Sadly the word “believe” is not understood today. 
People use the word “believe” when they “know about something” rather than what The Bible really means by the 
word “believe” being to mean that “the knowledge is demonstrably (externally by works) inculcated within their 
whole body”.  
See the very informative verse about Judas at John.6v64 – so raising the question: 

“How could Judas not believe?”  For he participated in the miracles and heard Jesus’ ministry first hand! 
Clearly it does not mean what people blithely take it to mean today being merely: 

‘I know about Jesus and that he is “the specific god” (ho theos) of us’ 
Being the context of which the term “ho theos” is used (please see Glossary). 
It really means what the other 11 disciples performed in their life of demonstrated works that imitated Jesus’ 
lifestyle – just as The Brethren also tried to imitate Jesus to the very best they were able and were persecuted for it! 
Please look under the topic entitled “faith” in the Glossary where I use “Gravity” as an example to explain what real 
“belief” means.  Then once real “belief” is displayed, Yahweh will work through the person with His holy spirit 
then the person becomes accepted by Yahweh as Brethren (Sister) aiming to become a True Christian (see 
1John.1v6-8) for Yahweh cannot work with a human who is a believer of Jesus in one mind, but takes on the ideas 
of The World in their lifestyle (of their ‘other mind’) by shirking from what the person has been 
Called/Elected/Chosen (out from a pool of those with The Knowledge) to be done – if you truly “Believe”! 
 
Of course, the millennium will be acceptable to God because Satan will be bound and people will be living righteously – so that it goes without 
saying that it will be an acceptable season to God. 
This concords with what I state on this website – except not all people aspire to be living righteously as The Bible 
clearly tells us (Rev.22v14,15 – and other places) that during this time when The New Jerusalem (see Glossary) is 
on The Earth there will be the righteous and the unrighteous still living during The Millennium. This being the time 
as The Darnel parable clearly tells us is where the wheat and darnel weed grow up together prior to the final assay 
when Satan is released for a short while (please see the overlapping nature of Revelations explained in my document 
entitled “Revelations – Timing”).  But rather than True Christians being ostracised as being weird during Satan’s 
regime of today, it will be those who desire to act wickedly who will be looked upon as being weird – but not 
ignored nor persecuted – for they will be helped to change their personality during The Millennium – being 
recipients of true righteousness expressed. Then when the wicked steadfastly refuse to reform (“stiff-necked”) – 
when given every opportunity/inducement to reform, then the righteous ones around about will shake their heads 
knowing that a righteous society did everything it could to help them – but these wicked ones still desired to act in a 
premeditated self-indulgent manner to the hurt of their neighbour. It is this that will mark them out for The 2nd Death 
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of Annihilation – perfectly righteous action after what has been given to them during the 1000 year Millennia 
training period. 
But as Jesus tells us in his guide for a brother forgiving a brother (as will occur in The Millennium) mistakes will be 
made – but they will not be premeditated mistakes to the hurt of their neighbour – but just accidents which must be 
forgiven by the innocent party. 
 
On pg 8 you say “They preach ‘just believe in Jesus to be saved’. Well isn’t that what John 3v16 says?   
“... that whosoever believes in Him should not perish but have eternal life.”  
It is back to what “believe” really means in a person’s life. 

1. If it occurs during the 1st part of our life (where we demonstrate that we have imitated Jesus = a TC) then in 
“The Special/Greater Judgment” a TC shall become a Son of God – just as Jesus Christ is now – a son of God 
who presently is patiently waiting for his Bride of 144000 taken from The Gospel Age. A judgment only 
made by his Father Yahweh who and when this might be (as The Bible clearly tells us). 

2. If humans wait until the 2nd part of their life where they need the righteous society presented as a reality 
(rather than “The Expectation” as of those 144000 in [1] by imitating Jesus) then they shall become children 
of “The Special Marriage” being from the union of the 144000 bride of Christ with their bridegroom Jesus in 
The Millennium. 

It all makes perfect righteous sense and moreover is precisely what The Bible teaches us – but never taught (in this 
precision) by worldly Christian Leaders as this correspondent shows by repeating a version of errant (but better than 
most) Christian doctrine. 
What surprises me is that I find many worldly Christians have the audacity to state they will become sons of God 
(something that The Bible tells us that no human can make this judgment), and further seem blissfully comfortable 
in not comprehending that the foremost Apostles, Paul and people like William Tyndale having gone through the 1st 
part of their life experiencing severe persecution and murder will obviously be asking of these vain/pompous 
worldly Christians: 

“What have they done during the 1st part of their life – was it comparable to these foremost Apostles (being 
the reason why there are only 144000 individuals elected out from The Gospel Age)!” 

Clearly the question will never be asked in that sense - for Yahweh in His righteousness/equitability will never 
resurrect these vain humans to Sonship - for they have done nothing worthy to warrant that position – if only - they 
have had no experience as faithful stewards to Yahweh’s Word (as Jesus’ Parables so clearly teach us). 
Now let us continue after that adjunct. 
We have scriptures telling us that people fall away from The Fidelity, we witness it now – so “just believe in Jesus 
to be saved” is not very relevant – because they did ‘believe in Jesus’ (as the worldly Christian understands) – but 
by their demonstrable works are then not apparently saved – else The Bible becomes mocked! 
I explain all this in utter detail elsewhere on this website to remove any inconsistencies within the website’s exegesis 
and implore the correspondent and others to read how I logically resolve by explanation all these issues in utter 
righteousness. 
 
Of course, our lifestyle changes automatically and we start producing the fruit of the spirit (works if you like).  
I feel the correspondent might be speaking about themselves – but what is stated does not occur to many people. 
Because: Why do the epistles keep telling The Brethren not to backslide into The World if this was not going to be a 
serious problem – which I witness today with many people who call themselves ‘Christians’ – whom I might term 
“Worldly Christians” operating far from what is instructed of us within The Bible! 
And further it is not just producing “the fruit of the spirit” as being just those qualities given in the text 
(Gal.5v22,23) only to be compared with the obvious worldly manifestations given in the verses earlier to achieve 
The Prize spoken of in The Epistles.  

Because it is not to stop there - else it makes the worldly Christian no different to a Hindu, Muslim, Sikh 
(when they are equally showing these perfect qualities in their lives) and they too can never be resurrected as “a son 
of God” – for they are not instructed in their religion to precisely imitate Jesus. 
So clearly the requirement is more than just as the correspondent implied – “all you need are the fruits of the spirit” 
during The Gospel Age to achieve The Goal (to trigger The Millennium) that Yahweh Desires for His future Sons of 
God. 
However - what is stated at Gal.5v22,23 will be the ‘only’ requirement in The Millennium – because Sonship to 
Yahweh will no longer be on offer – but all humans need to practice these things for a righteous society – else 
ultimately they shall face The 2nd Death of Annihilation. 
 
But I found that this comes automatically, I didn’t have to work at once I became a committed Christian. 
Politicians are very careful not to get pulled into commenting upon personal issues, so I can only speak generally. 
These questions immediately come to my mind when the correspondent makes that comment:- 

Why do Jesus’ parables speak of humans working and then being paid for their efforts? 
Why does James use the terms “Faith without Works is dead” so many times. 
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And there are so many more quotes that I could put up here and that is why I am producing a Concordance of Topics 
where “Works Required” will be one of the subjects to show The World that it is under a cloud of delusion when it 
comes to what this subject really means – and why Satan wants the current malaise to be propagated ‘that we do not 
need to perform works’ for it fulfils his desire of Yahweh not to receive His 144000 TCs that would bring on the 
demise of Satan at The Millennium. I cover all this in a most logical exegesis in the topics “Yahweh’s Desire”, 
“Satan’s Desire” and “Works” all carefully explained in the Glossary. 
Hopefully all this will explain what “work” means in The Biblical sense rather than in the sense of merely working 
at delivering the fruits of the spirit to one’s neighbours (but imperative in The Millennium for ultimate survival). 
 
Yes, on pg 10 I agree that we also unburden ourselves when we pray. My heart aches over the atrocities I see in the Congo and in Zimbabwe etc 
and I pray for the people in these countries, weeping for their suffering and then I feel at peace knowing I have approached the One who can 
change things. 
True – for it is to specifically end this horror that drives me on – ever harder - to do precisely what Jesus 
commanded of each of us to accurately spread The Word of God to cover all The World and then the end of this 
present system will occur – where all these atrocities will be removed by Jesus exercising the full power of 
Yahweh’s holy spirit. 
That is all I can do - but this “work” consumes thousands of hours in my ‘spare’ time to create this website and the 
contents therein to carefully explain Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan to The World – for it is not happening by those 
who claim to come in His name – by what we witness – through the necessity of my long answers! 
 
On pg 12 you talk about the UN having International Day of Peace so why is there no peace?  I believe the UN and EU are satanic institutions so 
of course God would not heed their prayers. All these powerful organisations are of the world’s present system and will end at the coming of the 
King.   
You are preaching to “the converted” on this point!  I fully concur with you! 
A True Christian would avoid them like The Plague – for so many reasons! 
 
Have you read anything on the Illuminati? 
No – I only know a little about it – and thus know enough not to spend any more time on it, else I have much less on 
precisely explaining The Bible to those interested – for I presently have so much more to do. 
 
I did like what I read on pg 13 that God becomes your close friend who walks alongside you, etc.  This is how I feel.  All the prayers I speak are 
spontaneous – I cannot stand formal prayers such as they repeat week after week in the Anglican church and others. 
Again I fully agree with you – but there are many more large (worldly) Christian denominations that do precisely 
the same. Some even prefer to give the creeds in a language that the congregations cannot understand – how bazaar! 
 
After all that - I hope this presentation has raised a few questions within the mind of the reader – only to start people 
thinking about what they presently know. The Bible teaches us to awaken from our slumbers to reason and think 
about the scriptures being how we should apply them in our lives today. 
And I thank the correspondent again for giving me the opportunity to do just that! 
 


